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	Building Open Source Network Security Tools: Components and Techniques, 9780471205449 (0471205443), John Wiley & Sons, 2002
Although open source network security tools come in all shapes and sizes, a company will eventually discover that these tools are lacking in some area—whether it’s additional functionality, a specific feature, or a narrower scope. Written by security expert Mike Schiffman, this comprehensive book will show you how to build your own network security tools that meet the needs of your company. To accomplish this, you’ll first learn about the Network Security Tool Paradigm in addition to currently available components including libcap, libnet, libnids, libsf, libdnet, and OpenSSL. Schiffman offers a detailed discussion of these components, helping you gain a better understanding of the native datatypes and exported functions. Next, you’ll find several key techniques that are built from the components as well as easy-to-parse programming examples. The book then ties the model, code, and concepts together, explaining how you can use this information to craft intricate and robust security systems.

Schiffman provides you with cost-effective, time-saving guidance on how to build customized network security tools using existing components. He explores:

	A multilayered model for describing network security tools
	The ins and outs of several specific security-related components
	How to combine these components into several useful network security techniques
	Four different classifications for network security tools: passive reconnaissance, active reconnaissance, attack and penetration, and defensive
	How to combine techniques to build customized network security tools
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Java Programming: 24-Hour TrainerWrox Press, 2015

	Quick and painless Java programming with expert multimedia instruction


	Java Programming 24-Hour Trainer, 2nd Edition is your complete beginner's guide to the Java programming language, with easy-to-follow lessons and supplemental exercises that help you get up and running quickly. Step-by-step instruction walks...


		

Revolutionary Women: A Book of StencilsPM Press, 2010

	Both a radical feminist history and a street art resource, this handbook combines short biographies with striking and usable stencil images of 30 female activists, anarchists, feminists, freedom fighters, and visionaries. From Harriet Tubman, Emma Goldman, and Angela Davis to Vandana Shiva, Sylvia...


		

Robotics: Designing the Mechanisms for Automated MachineryAcademic Press, 1999
Robotics, Second Edition is an essential addition to the toolbox of any engineer or hobbyist involved in the design of any type of robot or automated mechanical system. It is the only book available that takes the reader through a step-by step design process in this rapidly advancing specialty area of machine design.
...




	

Smart Structures: Innovative Systems for Seismic Response ControlCRC Press, 2008
An innovative concept, smart structural systems have proven to be extremely effective in absorbing damaging energy and/or counteracting potentially devastating force, thus limiting structural collapse and subsequent injury. As this technology rapidly evolves, there is an ever-increasing need for an authoritative reference that will allow those in...

		

Moodle 3 Administration - Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Learn how to plan, install, optimize, customize, and configure Moodle
	
		Guarantee a cutting-edge learning experience in a secure and customizable environment while optimizing your day-to-day workload
	
		A one-stop guide with a problem-solution approach and a wide range of real-world...



		

CMOS Sigma-Delta Converters: Practical Design GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A comprehensive overview of Sigma-Delta Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) and a practical guide to their design in nano-scale CMOS for optimal performance.


	This book presents a systematic and comprehensive compilation of sigma-delta converter operating principles, the new advances in architectures and circuits, design...
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